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In graduate school, at least in the 1970s and I assume so still, it was a
requirement of all chemistry Ph.D. students that they take a series of
advanced physical chemistry courses. Much of the content involved quan-

tum mechanics as a means of describing physical systems with wave functions
rather than the Newtonian particle functions. The course I took, Chemistry 108
under the tutelage of Professor Paul Schatz at the University of Virginia, was a
take-no-prisoners mathematical forced march. Each wave concept had to be
meticulously structured, each hourly and final exam problem rigorously solved
mathematically. Integrals were not to be looked up in any text or handbook
but solved individually. 

The climax of the course was the derivation of the Schrödinger equation
H � = E �, in which those of you who have taken quantum mechanics may
recall that � is the wave function (no particles allowed here), E is the energy
of the system, and H is the “Hamiltonian”, a nasty mathematical function that
contains operations associated with the energy states of an atom or chemical.
I can still vividly recall one of my fellow students who wrote in her notebook
at the end of a particularly complex lecture the Schrödinger equation as H-
sigh = E-sigh, penciled in with a distinct downward slant of her pen and a signif-
icant drooping of her shoulders. 

To tell you the truth, most of us didn’t really get it. Using one of the terms
popular at that time (from Robert Heinlein’s book Stranger in a Strange Land),
we didn’t “grok” quantum mechanics. For me, although I passed the course
reasonably well, I never really fundamentally understood wave theory or saw
the practical applications. 

This despite the fact that much of quantum mechanics involves spectroscopy
with its myriad applications in analytical chemistry. We use techniques all the
time that involve activation energy, fluorescence, absorption, transition states,
and similar properties of atoms, ions, and chemical compounds. We have
instruments today that can measure all manner of these properties, and in one
form or another, our understanding of them all derives from quantum mechan-
ics. Which brings us to this issue of TCAW. 

Senior Associate Editor Mark S. Lesney has written a tour-de-force review
of the spectroscopic applications being used today to characterize proteins. Once
it was sufficient to determine the sequence of constituent amino acids in a
peptide or protein using a simple Edmund chemical degradation to remove amino
acids one by one. However, to determine appropriate targets for disease inter-
vention, we need to know ligand binding sites, sulfide bridges, membrane attach-
ment regions, and regulatory sites for glycoslyation or phosphorylation. While
mass spectrometry is the workhorse for these analyses, we also need nuclear
magnetic resonance in all its paramagnetic flavors, circular dichroism, and Raman,
not to mention the old reliable techniques of UV–vis, fluorescence, and
infrared . . . spectroscopic techniques all. 

I sometimes wish for a true fundamental understanding of these technolo-
gies, a desire to be able to relate them back to the mathematics of Schrödinger
equations and Hamiltonian operators. But at this point, I just admire the elegance
with which others in the chemical enterprise have made it possible to perform
these analyses. They’re the ones who truly grok quantum mechanics. ◆
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